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Summary 

Amendment 1 to Recommendation ITU-T G.8275/Y.1369 (2013) adds material on assisted partial 

timing support. 
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FOREWORD 

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) is the United Nations specialized agency in the field of 

telecommunications, information and communication technologies (ICTs). The ITU Telecommunication 

Standardization Sector (ITU-T) is a permanent organ of ITU. ITU-T is responsible for studying technical, 

operating and tariff questions and issuing Recommendations on them with a view to standardizing 

telecommunications on a worldwide basis. 

The World Telecommunication Standardization Assembly (WTSA), which meets every four years, establishes 

the topics for study by the ITU-T study groups which, in turn, produce Recommendations on these topics. 

The approval of ITU-T Recommendations is covered by the procedure laid down in WTSA Resolution 1. 

In some areas of information technology which fall within ITU-T's purview, the necessary standards are 

prepared on a collaborative basis with ISO and IEC. 

 

 

 

NOTE 

In this Recommendation, the expression "Administration" is used for conciseness to indicate both a 

telecommunication administration and a recognized operating agency. 

Compliance with this Recommendation is voluntary. However, the Recommendation may contain certain 

mandatory provisions (to ensure, e.g., interoperability or applicability) and compliance with the 

Recommendation is achieved when all of these mandatory provisions are met. The words "shall" or some other 

obligatory language such as "must" and the negative equivalents are used to express requirements. The use of 

such words does not suggest that compliance with the Recommendation is required of any party. 
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Recommendation ITU-T G.8275/Y.1369 

Architecture and requirements for packet-based time and phase distribution 

Amendment 4 

1) Abbreviations and acronyms 

Add the following abbreviations to clause 4: 

APTS Assisted Partial Timing Support 

APTSC Assisted Partial Timing Support Clock 

PTS Partial Timing Support 

2)   Clause 7 

2.1) Update to referencing text on assisted partial timing support 

Replace the following text in clause 7.1: 

The architecture described in this Recommendation describes the case where all of the nodes in the 

transmission path will provide timing support by participating in the timing protocol. This is termed 

"full timing support to the protocol level" (see [ITU-T G.8260]). 

The current version of this Recommendation describes an architecture for this case (full timing 

support to the protocol level), where all the intermediate nodes are T-BCs with physical layer 

frequency support. Transparent clocks are being studied and may be included in future versions of 

this Recommendation. 

Other architectures where not all of the nodes need to provide timing support by participating in the 

timing protocol are for further study and may be included in future versions of this Recommendation. 

This is termed "partial timing support to the protocol level" (see [ITU-T G.8260]). These are for 

further study. Some initial considerations for this topic are documented in Appendix I. 

With: 

The architecture described in this Recommendation describes two cases; the first case is where timing 

support is provided by all nodes in the network (e.g., T-BCs) with physical layer frequency support 

("full timing support to the protocol level" (see [ITU-T G.8260]) and the second case is where 

intermediate nodes do not provide timing support, but timing support is provided by GNSS at the 

network edge, with PTP acting as a backup. This is termed assisted partial timing support (APTS). 

The node providing support at the edge of the network is called an assisted partial timing support 

clock (APTSC). 

Other architectures where not all of the nodes need to provide timing support by participating in the 

timing protocol are termed "partial timing support to the protocol level" (PTS) (see [ITU-T G.8260]). 

Some additional considerations for this topic are documented in Appendix I. 

The use of transparent clocks (TCs) are being studied and may be included in future versions of this 

Recommendation. 

2.2) Additional cases to be added covering APTS 

Renumber Figure 5 as Figure 5a and replace the following text in clause 7.2.1:  

The use of T-GM to distribute phase/time between different cell sites is for further study. 
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With: 

The use of T-GM to distribute phase/time between different cell sites is for further study. 

Case E: APTSC at the cell sites with distributed PRTC+GM protection in aggregation sites 

 

Figure 5b – APTS architecture with PRTC functions distributed in aggregation sites 

In this architecture, the APTSC function is located directly at the cell site; in addition PRTC+GMs 

are located at the aggregation sites and distribute PTP streams to the APTSCs. These PTP streams 

are used by the APTSC in case of PRTC/GNSS outage. This architecture implies deployment of a 

higher number of GNSS receivers than in the "centralized PRTC" architectures. But the PTP unaware 

or partially aware networks can be kept as short as possible in order to decrease the asymmetry and 

PDV introduced by the network. 

Case F: APTSC at the cell sites with distributed PRTC protection at cell sites 

 

Figure 5c – APTS architecture with PRTC+GM functions distributed at cell sites 

In this architecture, the APTSC function is located directly at the cell site; in addition GMs are located 

at selected cell sites and distribute PTP streams to the adjacent APTSCs. These PTP streams are used 

by the APTSC in case of a PRTC/GNSS outage. This architecture implies deployment of a higher 

number of GNSS receivers than in the "centralized PRTC" architectures, but the PTP unaware or 

partially aware networks can be kept as short as possible in order to decrease the asymmetry and PDV 

introduced by the network. In addition the GNSS signal available to the APTSC in the cell site is used 

by the collocated GM. 
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